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Abstract 
Divergence is the basis of electromagnetic field theory, and has been a special 
difficulty in mathematical theory. Understanding these concepts requires 
strong spatial and abstract thinking. In teaching, through the graphical and 
quantitative methods, the connotation of divergence itself is perfectly expressed 
in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D space. Through these methods, the concepts of diver-
gence can be grasped more easily. 
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1. Introduction 

In the theory of electromagnetic field, in order to simplify the operation, some 
operator symbols are introduced. They have become indispensable tools in the 
field theory analysis. The Hamiltonian operator and Laplacian operator are widely 
used. Hamiltonian operator, the mathematical symbol is ∇ . Divergence is a 
quantity that describes the extent to which air converges from the surrounding 
area to or from a certain point. The divergence of 3-D space represents the change 
rate of unit volume of any gas block in unit time. The divergence theorem is the 
practical application of Gauss’s theorem in physics, also called Gauss’s diver-
gence theorem, which is often used in vector analysis. The volume fraction of the 
divergence of the vector field on the volume τ is equal to the area fraction of the 
vector field on the closed surface s that defines the volume. The electrostatic field 
has non-zero divergence and zero curl, which is an active non-rotating field. The 
divergence of the static magnetic field is zero, and the curl is not zero. It is a ro-
tating passive field. Divergence can represent the rate of change per unit volume 
of fluid in motion. Simply put, the area where fluid concentrates in motion is 
convergence, and the area where fluid diverges in motion is divergence. When 
the divergence value is negative, it is convergent, which is conducive to the de-
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velopment and enhancement of convective weather systems such as cyclones, 
and when it is positive, it means divergence, which is conducive to the develop-
ment of weather systems such as anticyclones. Often, the “horizontal divergence” 
of wind speed is the most widely used in meteorology (Clark, Knops, & Tilman, 
2018; Bano, Niharika, Deepika et al., 2021; Li & Sun, 2021). Divergence already 
has been widely used in various aspects of scientific research, such as stochastic 
models (Pu, Ibrahim, Fu et al., 2021; Gupta & Haskell, 2020), variational Inequa-
lities (Semenov, 2018; Borkowski & Jańczak-Borkowska, 2018). Due to the ab-
stract characteristics of divergence, both teachers and students will find it’s dif-
ficult in the process of teaching and learning the concept: the difficulty of the 
lecturer lies in how to convey the knowledge contained in these concepts vividly, 
and how the students grasp the concept completely and accurately. This paper 
proposes a concrete understanding method for the concept of divergence. This 
method not only cultivates students’ spatial imagination, but also makes the ab-
stract concept of divergence no longer difficult to understand. 

2. Quantitative Understanding of Divergence 
2.1. Flux and Divergence 

First of all, the theoretical knowledge related to divergence must be listed.       
1) Gauss formula:  
Let a space closed region Ω  be surrounded by a piecewise smooth closed 

surface Σ , and the functions ( ), ,P x y z , ( ), ,Q x y z  and ( ), ,R x y z  have first 
order continuous partial derivatives on Ω , then there is a formula 

d d d d d d dP Q R v P y z Q z x R x y
x y zΩ Σ

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = + + ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∫∫∫ ∫∫�            (1) 

2) Definition of flux       
Given a vector field 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , ,x y z P x y z Q x y z R x y z= + +A i j k            (2) 

The integral of the directed surface Σ  in the field is: 

0d d d d d d d dS P y z Q z x R x y
Σ Σ Σ

Φ = ⋅ = ⋅ = + +∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫A S A n          (3) 

It’s called the flux of the vector field ( ), ,x y zA  through the directed surface 
Σ . 

3) Definition of divergence: 
Let the vector field ( ), ,x y zA , set a closed surface of the point M in the field, 

and the area enclosed by Σ  is V. When V shrinks to the point M, if the limit  
d

lim
V M V

Σ

→

⋅∫∫ A S�
 exists, the limit value is called the divergence at the point M, de-

noted as div A . 

Where 
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div P Q R
x y z

∂ ∂ ∂
= + +
∂ ∂ ∂

A                       (4) 

Here introduce Hamilton operator:  

x x x
∂ ∂ ∂

∇ = + +
∂ ∂ ∂

i j k                       (5) 

then: 

div = ∇ ⋅A A                           (6) 

Gauss formula can be expressed as: 

d d
V

A v A s∇⋅ = ⋅∫ ∫�                        (7) 

From the definition of divergence, it describes the density of the flux source. 
For example, suppose that the thermal radiation intensity vector of each point in 
space is regarded as a vector field, then the thermal radiation intensity vector 
around a certain thermal radiation source (such as the sun) all points outward, 
indicating that the sun is constantly producing new thermal radiation. The 
source of the divergence is greater than zero. It can also be seen from the defini-
tion that divergence is an intensity property of a vector field, just like density, 
concentration, and temperature, its corresponding extended property is the flux 
on the surface of a closed area.  

From the Gauss flux theorem: 

d
s

q⋅ = ∑∫ D s�                          (8) 

Then the following equation can be obtained:   

∇⋅ = ρD                            (9) 

2.2. Explanation of Divergency 

According to the textbook explanation, divergence is the change rate of power 
lines volume density, to imagine a charged sphere divergence through spatial 
imagination in Figure 1. According to the previous analysis results, the true 
meaning of this sentence can be gotten: electric field divergence is the change 
rate of power lines to volume at any point in the electric field, which is propor-
tional to the distance between the given point and the charged sphere. This ratio 
is fixed at any point outside the charged sphere, that is, the number of power 
lines in a unit volume increases or decreases in proportion to the distance be-
tween the volume element and the charged sphere (Figure 2).       

Divergence is the representation of the phenomenon that the electric field in-
tensity changes with distance in 3-D space. What about the representation of 
1-D and 2-D space? Suppose that A and B are two points in the electric field 
(Figure 3), The distance of A and B from a point charge is ,A Br r , respectively. 
As for a point charge, the electric field strength is inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance: 2E kq r= . Then: 2 2

A B B AE E r r= . This proportional 
relation is obtained in the linear form, belonging to 1-D space. 
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Figure 1. Charged sphere. 

 

 
Figure 2. Divergence calculation. 

 

 
Figure 3. Electric field of point charge. 
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Considering the flux problem, assume that a curved surface is also located in 
the electric field of one point charge (Figure 4).  

With the concept of electric field intensity, flux and divergence, now we im-
agine a scene as follows: holding a piece of glass in your left hand and a glass ball 
in your right hand, you leave the light bulb in front of you at a constant speed, 
and at the same time, your eyes are staring at one light emitted by the bulb 
(Figure 5), then the light in front of you, the light passing through the piece of 
glass and the glass ball, the lines all weaken or decrease proportionally with the 
distance as you are away from the bulb, and the meaning of the above three 
scenes is exactly the same. In this action, combined with Figure 1, Figure 4 and 
Figure 5, the fact that the electric field intensity changes with the distance is 
perfectly expressed in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D space. It is Gauss formula that com-
bines 2-D space with 3-D space:  

d d d d d d dP Q R v P y z Q z x R x y
x y zΩ Σ

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = + + ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∫∫∫ ∫∫�         (10) 

Through the above analysis, we can get the essential connotation of the diver-
gence symbol itself, that is, the divergence represents the change rate of the 
number of power lines contained in one unit volume in the field, and this num-
ber will change with the distance of the unit volume from the charged sphere. 
 

 
Figure 4. Flux map. 

 

 
Figure 5. 1-D space interpretation of divergence. 
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3. Conclusion 

Through spatial imagination, the connotation of divergence is deeply analyzed: 
when imaging the action that you hold a piece of glass in your hand, the electric 
field intensity changes with the distance is perfectly expressed in 1-D, 2-D and 
3-D space, so the concepts of divergence become easily grasped for the students.  
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